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As a customer-driven solutions provider, we’ve earned credibility and have established strong re-
lationships by exceeding expectations with professional service and attitude. Our team of Zormot 
International shrink wrap specialists are all highly trained problem solvers with specialized training 
in supporting our customers. If you have a question about our products, contact us and one of our 
team members will assist you.

Customer-Driven Solution Provider

Hours

Monday - Friday

8:00 a.m. to 5:00 p.m.

Closed Holidays

Contact

Toll Free  800.459.5422

Fax: 800.655.5653

Local: 616.457.5442

Email

info@zormot.com

Website

www.Zormot.com

A Message from Zormot
What began over 20 years ago in a “pink” spare bedroom and part of a 
garage is now one of the largest shrink wrap suppliers worldwide. Located 
just west of Grand Rapids, Michigan in the town of Jenison, Zormot Inter-
national Inc. is a woman owned business recognized for supplying shrink 
wrap and accessories to several industries throughout the world. Our val-
ues are built on supplying our customers with premium products to meet 
and exceed their needs. 

We attribute Zormot's success to the friends and the Zormot family that 
supported us through it all. As the relationships blossomed. Today there are many customers that 
we truly refer to as our friends and are even as close as family. We are still being blessed with great 
success and are looking forward to serving our customers for many years to come and forming 
many new friends in the process. 

Zormot is also proud to be part of the community, promoting wise stewardship of our talents and 
resources. Know that your business with Zormot gratefully involves local, national, and faithbased 
organizations to supporting the community at large, helping and improving lives. We promote uni-
versal values to all walks of life, backgrounds, and faiths.
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The Best Solution 
If you store your boat or RV outdoors for the off-season there are various ways to help 
protect your investment. You could just leave your boat/RV cover on it but if you’re in 
snow country, the snow and accumulating ice will probably destroy your cover just 
before it moves on to wreck your boat or RV. If you’re in a climate that has sun beating 
down on your boat/RV for extended hours of the day, the UV will do damage on both 

your exterior (and interior of your boat), leaving you to make major repairs for the boat-
ing and RV season. While some tarps found at the big box stores are relatively water re-

sistant, most aren’t waterproof and don’t do much more than your cover. Your best solution 
is to shrink wrap your boat or RV, sealing it against the ravages of winter weather while allowing for 
sufficient air flow to keep mold and mildew from forming to create a white carpet of a new life form on your boat/RV.

We Have You Covered
We stock several sizes and thicknesses of shrink wrap for your boat and RV. The shrink wrap comes in white, blue, clear, 
and green from 12’ to 50’ and in 6 or 7 MIL thickness. If you live in northern climates, blue shrink wrap absorbs heat 
and allows snow and ice to fall from the shrink wrap. For southern climates, white shrink wrap reflects heat and keeps 
covered boats/RVs cooler. Clear shrink wrap should only be used on boats/RVs during the winter months. If you use 
clear shrink wrap, always over ventilate. Also, if you’re showing boats/RVs or working on them outdoors, white should 
be the color of choice. It provides excellent shadowfree lighting and perfect color rendition.
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INDUSTRIES SERVICED WORLDWIDE

The Best Solution 
The best solution for those who manufacture a wide variety of products in different sizes 

and shapes that need to be stored and/or transported without damage is our shrink 
wrap. We supply only 100% virgin resin shrink wrap featuring the maximum UV inhibi-
tors to ensure long-term usage and excellent protection. 

We Have You Covered 
We stock a complete line of Made-in-America shrink wrap products capable of wrapping 

almost any size object. Our premium in-stock sizes of shrink wrap are available up to 50 
feet wide with 6 to 12 MIL in thickness which will cover your next transport or storage need. 

Don’t see a size that would work for you? Contact us to discuss a custom size shrink wrap. 

INDUSTRIAL / MANUFACTURING
shipping | storage | exporting

MARINE / RECREATION / RV
shipping | storage
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The Best Solution
Because shrink wrap comes in so many different sizes and thicknesses it can be 
used to protect, ship and store just about anything. From personal items such as 
patio furniture to large aircrafts used by the military, or even an automobile, shrink 
wrap is the most cost effective protectant and the best solution. 

We Have You Covered 
We stock a complete line of Made-in-America shrink wrap products capable of wrap-

ping almost any size object. Our premium in-stock sizes of shrink wrap are available up 
to 50 feet wide with 6 to 10 MIL in thickness which will cover almost anything you want to protect. If 
you need a size that is custom, one of our team members will help you find the best solution.

CONSTRUCTION / SCAFFOLDLING
containment | storage | weatherproofing

OTHER APPLICATIONS
material handling | automobiles | personal items

The Best Solution
A construction site can be a vulnerable place. Whether it's the construction of a new 
building or renovation/add-on to an existing one, there's the risk of weather eroding 
all the hard work or ceasing it for a long period of time. Unlike conventional tarps, 
our premium shrink wrap provides a durable, tight, professional solution that can 
withstand high winds and adverse weather conditions. Our shrink wrap have been 
carefully formulated to a superior industrial containment scaffold wrap that has set 

new standards in the containment industry for its strength, durability, versatility and 
low maintenance. 

We Have You Covered
We stock several different industrial shrink scaffold wrap; flame retardant and non-flame retardant, sizes and MIL thick-
ness for all types of construction projects, weatherization wrap and environmental containment applications. Our flame 
retardant shrink wrap meets or exceeds all NFPA 701 specifications. Scaffold shrink wrap is manufactured to contain 
UV inhibitors to prevent it from becoming brittle at low temperatures and protect it for long-term usage (12+ months).

IN
DUSTRIES SERVICED
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EXPORT PACKING MATERIALS | ANTI-CORROSION
shipping | exporting

The Best Solution
When you need to ship any type of equipment overseas you will need to make sure 
it is contained in a controlled, dry, neutral interior atmosphere. VCI film along with 
exporting packaging materials will be needed to obtain the right atmosphere to get 
your package to its destination in the same condition as it left your facility or dock. 

We Have You Covered 
We stock all the export shipping materials needed to ship internationally. Our materials 

will provide rust and corrosion protection, reduce your shipping budget, decrease man hours 
and mini- mize lumber cost. If you’re not sure what you need for export materials, contact one of our shipping 
specialists and they will recommend the right products to ship your package.
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EXPORT PACKING MATERIALS | VCI SHRINK FILM & BAGS
     shipping | exporting

The Best Solution
VCI premium shrink wrap is designed to inhibit rust and corrosion. This product elim-

inates the need for vacuum packaging and dehumidification. Our VCI shrink wrap 
is a translucent green tint, allowing visual inspection of parts and/or identification 
numbers. It contains a non-toxic blend of proprietary chemicals. When metals are 
wrapped or packaged in our VCI shrink wrap these ingredients have sufficient vapor 
pressure to coat the metal surface with a microscopic layer of VCI molecules, which 

prevent the electrolytes from forming and prevents rust and corrosion. The protective 
layer serves as a barrier preventing moisture, rust, salt, dirt and oxygen from forming on 

the part. The corrosion inhibitors are extruded right into the polyethylene film. As a result, 
t h e vapor and contact inhibitors provide long-term protection for the hardest to reach surfaces. 
The corrosion protection is clean, non-discernible, with no strong odor and provides a controlled, neutral environment 
within the surrounding atmosphere. 

We Have Your Covered
We stock various sizes and thicknesses in our VCI shrink wrap that will insure you will be able to wrap, store and/or 
ship any size machinery or equipment. Our sizes range from 9’ to 24’ and the thicknesses of 6 and 7 MIL. We also 
carry a wide selection of Export Shipping Materials to add to the protection of your equipment when doing any long 
term storage or export shipping

www.Zormot.com
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The Best Solution
When you or your company needs a very large cover for some type of equipment or 
product that is going to be stored outdoors long-term or shipped domestically or 
internationally, what do you do? Tarping an object very large is not very efficient, 
nor will it fully protect your equipment or product from weather or road damage.  
You will also need several tarps to cover an object that large and that can become 
very costly. Custom bags are the best solution for very large equipment/products 

that are too large for an extruded bag. They are made specifically to the dimensions 
of the object therefore are cost effective, easy to handle, and will fully protect it once    

it's heat shrink wrapped. 

We Have You Covered
Our shrink wrap specialists have years of experience making 
custom bags tailored to the specifications of the object(s) that 
is going to be stored or shipped. We work very closely with you 
to ensure what you are shipping or storing will be protected in 
the right mil thickness, the correct dimensions and color for your 
application. Contact us with your custom bag specifications and 
we will set up your dimensions, help you with your budget and 
give you a timeline to completion. We also have several in-stock 
custom VCI and shrink wrap bags available.  

CUSTOM BAGS & COVERS
shipping | exporting | storage

We are the only shrink wrap supplier in the county 
that makes very large custom bags.
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SHRINK WRAP

www.Zormot.com

PO
LY BAG

S & COVERS

The Best Solution
The best solution when looking to simplify the shrink wrapping process and help elim-
inate the problems associated with shipping and transporting skidded pallets or stor-
ing furniture is our poly pallet bags/furniture covers. Simply choose a bag that will fit 
your skid, place over the skidded products, tuck under or around the bottom of the 
skid and heat shrink the bag. Pallet Bags are quick and easy to apply. They are more 

efficient and effective than stretch wrap. Furniture covers are excellent coverage when 
storing or transporting any type of furniture.

We Have You Covered
We stock different sizes of pallet bags and furniture covers. 
The covers and bags come in 4 to 6 MIL thickness which 
will offer complete waterproof protection, along with UV in-
hibitors in select bags. Our pallet bags and covers are a very 
cost effective method of protecting your goods. If you do 
not see a size that would accommodate your product, we 
can help with designing a custom size bag or cover to suit 
your needs.  

POLY BAGS & COVERS
shipping | exporting | storage
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SHRINK WRAP SUPPLIES

The Best Solution
Shrink wrap supplies, bags and accessories are crucial to the production efforts in wrapping whatever your project 
may be. Get the shrink wrapping supplies and equipment necessary to complete your project. 

We Have You Covered
For over 20 years, Zormot has been the one of the leaders in shrink wrap supplies and accessories. Our products are 
used all over the world in multiple industries. Whether you need them for wrapping boats or RVs, construction, contain-
ment or in a manufacturing setting, we have everything you need to store, ship or contain your project. Have a question 
about your shrinkwrap project? Give us a call and one of our specialized shrink wrap team members will help you with 
the best economical solution. 

SHRINK TAPE

Heat Shrink Polyethylene Tape 
Heat shrink tape is a polyethylene backed tape with very good adhesive which is used 
in repairing holes in poly film, taping on zipper access doors, and taping pleats on the 
shrinkwrap. It is a 9 MIL thickness and comes in white, blue, clear and green and in a 
standard length of 180'. *It may leave an adhesive residue after long term usage*

Preservation Tape
Preservation tape is a conformable, tough, waterproof tape with a permanently tacky 
adhesive that bonds well to most surfaces over a wide range of temperatures. Includes 
UV inhibitors to limit adhesive residue after long-term storage. Low tempature bond is 
very good. It comes in white and a standard length of 180'. *Although preservation tape 
is designed to not leave a residue, the adhesion is very strong and it is possible that the 
top layer of paint or finish can come off of a painted surface or wood. Please test a small 
area before applying to entire surface* We stock white and clear heat shrink tape in 2", 4" 
or 6". Our preservation tape comes in 2" and 4" white and clear.

VENTING

Stick-On | Louver | Stealth | Deluxe Snap-In Vents 
To control heat build-up, condensation & mildew problems 
which normally occur under protective covers 

Industries:  
Marine | Recreational | Industrial | Agricultural | Military

SUPPLIES & ACCESSORIES
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SUPPLIES & ACCESSO
RIES

SUPPLIES & ACCESSORIES

STRAPPING SUPPLIES

When it comes to wrapping a boat of any size, securing a pallet for shipment or re-
inforcing a piece of equipment that has been shrink wrapped the proper strapping 
supplies are needed to be successful. We carry several strapping sizes, strapping 
dispensers, buckles, tensioning tool, end/bottom caps and liftoffs to complete your 
project. 

ZIPPER DESCRIPTION

Shrink wrap access zippers and doors permit easy zippered access into shrink 
wrapped boats or machinery without compromising the cover. Installation is simple 
and is the best solution for the marine, construction and exporting industries. Avail-
able in several sizes and colors
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ANTI-CORROSION
 
Problems of corrosion arise when products are ex-
posed to harsh transportation and varying climatic 
conditions when stored or exported – land, sea or air. 
Zormot is dedicated to meeting industry standards 
and our products and packaging solutions are devel-
oped in collaboration with customers to ensure adher-
ence to both customer and industry expectations. We 
supply the VCI paper, the 8408 Corrosion Inhibitor and 
Dessicant for the best solution for corrosion.   

CARTS & DISPENSERS
 
To keep your film and supplies well organized we 
supply dispensers, film carts and a propane cart.   

SAFETY SUPPLIES

Safety is number one to us and we want to make sure 
precautions are taken when shrink wrapping. Always 
remember to wear safety glasses and gloves when 
you are using one of our heat tools. Use the Zormot 
heavy duty safety cutter when cutting your shrink film.
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For more parts and accessories visit www.Zormot.com

QUICK AND EASY 
• Single-click hose connection with a quick connector
• Readily available flame at the press of a trigger
• Quickly change burners without using additional tools
• Easy maintenance: changing the trigger/ignition 

requires no tools

POWER AND PRECISION  
Offering a high level of performance with its targeted 
flame. The HORNET has a range of burners from 30 to 
150kw.  

COMFORT AND CONTROL  
• Very lightweight
• Reduced sound level
• Easily control the power level with pressure on the 

trigger  

SAFETY  
• Safe ignition with low gas flow
• Three positions: changing burner, storage, ignition
• Safety handle  

ENVIRONMENTAL AWARENESS 
The safety handle that equips the HORNET contrib-
utes to a significant reduction in gas consumption.  

KIT INCLUDES: 
• HORNET handle
• UL listed 30’ hose  60PSI regulator
• Quick connector
• Carrying case 
• 2 or 3 burners 

ACCESSORIES/PARTS 
We carry all the accessories needed to successfully 
finish any shrink wrap project and the parts to main-
tain the powerful performance the Hornet is known 
for throughout the industries. The Hornet comes 
with a 2-year warranty. 

HORNET Heat Tool   
Ultra-Light….Ultra-Powerful



We stock the Shrinkfast Model 
998 as a kit or heat tool only 
for your convenience. If you 
find you need any Shrinkfast            
accressories or parts for the 
998, we have what you are 
looking for in stock and ready 

to ship to you.
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Powerful: 
Offering 200,000+ BTU’s of power, the 998 can shrink wrap large applications quickly and efficiently.   A standard 40” x 48” x 
60” pallet can be shrink wrapped in less than 2 minutes!

Lightweight:
Its sleek design and weight of only 2.2 lbs. make the 998 perfectly balanced for user comfort.  The 998’s ergonomic features 
and fan-shaped combustor create an even and steady heat pattern for consistent heat shrinking and minimal damage to the 
shrink film. 

Safe:
The 998 is both UL & CE certified and offers numerous safety features, while maintaining the durability required for the tough-
est industrial applications: 
 1. Dead-man” trigger automatically shuts off the flow of propane and extinguishes the flame when released. 
 2. The Shrinkfast patented combustion cycle allows the flame to burn outside the combustor and keeps the 
 heat tool cool to the touch during operation
 3. The UL approved regulator assembly includes an “Excess Flow Device” that stops the flow of propane in   
 case the hose is cut or develops a significant leak. 
 4. The UL approved 25’ hose assembly can withstand up to 300 lbs of pressure, making it the most durable   
 hose available in the heat tool industry. 

Flexible: 
 The integrated Extension System and the new X-Tender offer unlimited shrink wrapping possibilities for large equipment or 
difficult to reach areas.  The quick disconnect system allows for easy installation and combining any of the 2’, 4’ or 6’ exten-
sions together.  No tools required!

MODEL 998 FEATURES AND BENEFITS

Advantages fo the patented Shrinkfast model 998

For more parts and accessories visit www.Zormot.com
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More Features of RIPACK Include:

Total ergonomics:
The dual-material handle, the easy action of the trigger, the perfect balance of its 
1220 grams, the rotating nozzle in 360°, the rotating gas connector and the hanger-
ring authorize an intensive use without any constraint. But the ergonomics is total 
and also applies to the current maintenance in order to limit the down time of the 
shrink gun to the minimum. The replacement of the igniter piezo is made without 
tool in less than a minute with an incorporated emergency igniter.

Optimal reliability:
The general quality of construction and the choice of materials ensure the durability 
of use in optimal conditions of security and uptime. The components sensitive to 
shocks, to heat or to tearing are systematically protected.

Versatility and adaptability:
To retract the large areas of film, RIPACK® Series 3000 offers a choice of 5 exten-
sion wands from 0.50 to 2 meters long (common to model RIPACK® 2200) and 
adaptable with a single click.  A pivoting arm rest provides increased comfort during 
use with extension wand.

Adjustable power and time saving
The new RIPACK® Series 3000 can wrap a Euro-pallet of one meter height in less 
than a minute with his heating power adjustable from 153 to 260 000 btu/h.

Maximum Safety
Its conception guarantees the total safety of persons and goods because any gas 
leak and any burn by direct contact or by backfire are impossible. The combustion 
nozzle in stainless steel remains cold even during an intensive use (Patent Ripack®). 
The design of the aluminum body forbids any obstruction of the diverse air inlets 
and the pressure regulator SECURIPACK has a double security.
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HEAT TOOL RECONDITIONING AND WARRANTY REPAIR
ZORMOT INTERNATIONAL, INC. HAS A HEAT TOOL RECONDITIONING     

PROGRAM TAILORED JUST FOR YOU. 

IF YOU HAVE ANY QUESTIONS IN REGARDS TO REPAIRING OR RENTING A 
HEAT TOOL PLEASE CALL OR EMAIL US AND WE WILL HELP YOU FIGURE 

OUT THE BEST SOLUTION.

HEAT TOOL REPAIR INFORMATION
Send us your heat tool via UPS.  We will inspect it and call you with an es-
timate of repair. If the repair is extensive, we will allow a trade-in on either 
a new or reconditioned heat tool. If you use your heat tool on a daily basis 
and cannot be without one, we can send you a loaner heat tool.In most cas-
es, we can repair and return the heat tool to you within 24 to 48 hours.
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Military

Zormot International Inc. is a global supplier providing 
shrink wrap and supplies for all military projects including 
weatherization, environmental containments, transportation 
and storage protection. We are a woman owned company 
with 20+ years of experience in shrink wrap products, which 
enables us to effectively service a worldwide market while 
not only meeting but exceeding our customers’ ongoing and 
changing needs

If your company wishes to perform in-house shrink wrap installation, we can help train your staff by offering on-site 
training consultation where we can demonstrate the equipment and materials and give your staff hands-on instruc-
tion. Our knowledgeable technical service representative 
is available for professional consulting and the training of 
your personnel. Along with the personalized training, we 
have all the materials and supplies you will need to start 
wrapping, containing and weatherizing. The proper tech-
niques and supplies will yield almost immediate results for 
your company in controlling costs, quality and efficiency 
in covering high value items.We want your project to be a 
success and will support you in every way. As part of your 
successful training, we are here to help you if you have any 
questions with your shrink wrapping. This personalized 
training is part of our commitment to serving our custom-
ers and there is no fee for the training.

Professional On-Site Heat Shrink Wrap Training
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Is it hard to shrink wrap?
No shrink wrapping is actually easier than most shipping methods. Please refer to 
our training video for tips.

Can the heat from the heat tool damage what I am shrinking?
The heat tool must be used according to the manufactures directions. Be sure that 
the heat tool is not used in one spot for an extended period of time, use a sweeping 
motion without going over the shrink film too much or it will thin the wrap too much 
and holes may occur.

What other items might I need to shrink wrap?
We have a number of items to make whatever you are shrinking easier. We stock a 
woven poly strapping for a tie down or holding the film to a pallet. Buckles to hold the strapping tight. A tensioning tool to pull the strapping 
tight. Safety Cutters for easily cutting the film. Gloves to protect arms and hands during the shrink process. Tape for holes or seams. Des-
iccant to absorb moisture. And much more. Refer to our website for all of our in stock items or specialty items. Better yet, call or email any 
of our friendly and helpful team members for any hints or help you might need.

How can I be sure of the quality of the shrink film?
We monitor the quality of each and every run of shrink film. Since we manufacture most of our shrink wrap above industry standards, we 
stand behind the products we sell to be superior to others in the market.

How will I know what film would be suit my application?
Zormot Int. Inc. has friendly and professional customer service representatives available to help you best determine the shrink wrap that 
will suit your needs. Always obtain as much information as possible so we can come up with the best solution for your needs.Whether it 
is for containment, machinery, marine, vehicles, etc. Shipping domestic, export, open truck, closed truck, container or flat bed, we will be 
sure you receive the best advice for all your wrapping/shipping needs.

What if I am doing a large project and my heat tool breaks down and I cannot wait while it is repaired?
We have heat tools that we loan out for just those types of emergencies. Call us and we will send one out to you right away.

What if my heat tool needs repair?
You may call us and talk with one of our trained technicians or simply send the tool to us and we can usually prepare a quote and, repair 
the tool and return within 24 hours.

How does VCI (vapor corrosive inhibitor) film work?
Interact VCI is a resin additive extruded into our specific blend of polyethylene film, which when applied to a commodity for export ship-
ment, inhibits corrosion through the disposition of vapor on ferrous parts. The surface is protected without affecting the electrical or 
mechanical properties of the part. In laboratory tests identical Carbon Steel C1010 test coupons were placed in 0.010 thick LDPE bags, 
manufactured from film with and without Interact VCI concentrate (3%): the components were subjected to an environment of 
100% relative humidity at 100F° for twelve (12) weeks. The coupons in the Interact VCI modified film was rust free, even though conden-
sation was inside the bags.
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PART # SIZE COLOR MIL SQ FT

082006-CUVI 8’ x  200’ CLEAR 6 1600

122006-CUVI 12’ x  200’ CLEAR 6 2400

162006-CUVI 16' x 200' CLEAR 6 3200

201506-CUVI 20’ x 150’ CLEAR 6 3000

201506-WUVI 20’ x 150’ WHITE 6 3000

201507-WUVI 20’ x 150’ WHITE 7 3000

201507-CUVI 20’ x 150’ CLEAR 7 3000

201507-GUVI 20’ x 150’ GREEN 7 3000

142008-CUVI 14’ x 200’ CLEAR 8 2800

142508-BUVI 14’ x 250’ BLUE 8 3500

201508-WUVI 20’ x 150’ WHITE 8 3000

201508-BUVI 20’ x 150’ BLUE 8 3000

201508-CUVI 20’ x 150’ CLEAR 8 3000

201508-GUVI 20’ x 150’ GREEN 8 3000

301108-WUVI 30’ x 110’ WHITE 8 3300

301108-BUVI 30’ x 110’ BLUE 8 3300

401008-WUVI 40’ x 100’ WHITE 8 4000

401008-BUVI 40’ x 100’ BLUE 8 4000

401008-CUVI 40’ x 100’ CLEAR 8 4000

2012010-WUVI 20' x 120' WHITE 10 2400

2412010-BUVI 24' x 120’ BLUE 10 2880

SHRINK FILM, HEAT TOOLS & SUPPLY INDEX 

SHRINK WRAP

PREMIUM SHRINK WRAP

STANDARD SHRINK WRAP

PART # SIZE COLOR MIL SQ FT
121756BF-WUVI 12’ x 175' WHITE 6 2100

141506BF-WUVI 14’ x 150' WHITE 6 2100

171206-WUVI 17' x 120' WHITE 6 2040

162007-WUVI 16' x 200' WHITE 7 3200

173507-BUVI 17' x 350' BLUE 7 5950

20897-WUVI 20' x 89' WHITE 7 1780

SPECIALTY WRAP: FLAME RETARDANT

PART # SIZE COLOR MIL SQ FT

261607FR-WUVI 26' x 160' WHITE 7 4160

26629FR-WUVI 26' x 62' WHITE 9 1612

32709FR-WUVI 32' x 70' WHITE 9 2240

327012FR-WUVI 32' x 70' WHITE 12 2240

406012FR-WUVI 40' x 60' WHITE 12 2400

SPECIALTY PRODUCTS: VCI SHRINK WRAP

PART # SIZE COLOR MIL SQ FT
092006-VCIU 9' x 200' GREEN 6 1800

201006-VCIU 20' x 100' GREEN 6 2000

241006-VCIU 24' x 100' GREEN 6 2400

201507-VCIU 20' x 150' GREEN 7 3000

PART # SIZE COLOR MIL SQ FT
20897-BUVI 20' x 89' BLUE 7 1780

202987-BUVI 20' x 298' BLUE 7 5960

261007NZ-WUVI 26’ x 100’ WHITE 7 2600

321007-WUVI 32’ x 100’ WHITE 7 3200

321867-BUVI 32’ x 186’ BLUE 7 5952

401007NZ-WUVI 40' x 100' WHITE 7 4000

401497NZ-WUVI 40’ x 149’ WHITE 7 5960

261008NZ-WUVI 26’ x 100’ WHITE 8 2600

401008NZ-WUVI 40’ x 100’ WHITE 8 4000

501009NZ-WUVI 50’ x 100' WHITE 9 5000

4010010NZ-WUVI 40’ x 100' WHITE 10 4000

STANDARD SHRINK WRAP (continued)
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POLY BAGS & COVERS

PART # SIZE COLOR MIL BAGS/ROLL
BV-4343716 43" x 43" GREEN 6 30/ROLL

BV-SCH-9668 96" x 68" GREEN 5 25/ROLL

BV-LIEXL-V 124" x 36" x 96" GREEN 6 10 BAGS

VCI BAGS

PART # SIZE COLOR MIL SQ FT/ROLL
PC-241004-CLR 24' x 100' CLEAR 4 2400

PC-241006-CLR 24' x 100' CLEAR 6 2400

POLY COVERS

PART # SIZE COLOR MIL BAGS/ROLL

BS-3332726 33" x 32" x 72" CLEAR 6 40/ROLL

PAL-524872 52" x 48" x 72" CLEAR 5 25/ROLL

FURNITURE/PALLET COVER BAGS

PART # SIZE COLOR MIL BAGS/ROLL
BS-72601326 72" x 60" x 132" CLEAR 6 10/ROLL

BS-SUL-160 160" x 88" x 128" CLEAR 8 5/BOX

BS-SUL-209 209" x 105" x 145" CLEAR 8 5/BOX

CUSTOM BAGS

ZIPPERS & ACCESS DOORS

PART # TYPE SIZE COLOR
ZI-041-12 Zipper Inspection Door - 12" - Straight Zipper- Self Adhesive 12" WHITE, BLUE

ZI-041-18 Zipper Inspection Door - 18" - Straight Zipper- Self Adhesive 18" WHITE, BLUE

ZI-041-24 Zipper Inspection Door - 24" - Straight Zipper - Self Adhesive 24" WHITE, BLUE

ZI-041-28 Zipper Inspection Door - 28" - Straight Zipper - Self Ahesive 28" WHITE, BLUE

ZI-041-72 Zipper Inspection Door - 72" - Straight Zipper- Self Adhesive 72" WHITE

ZI-041-84 Zipper Inspection Door - 84" - Straight Zipper - Self Adhesive 84" WHITE

ZI-041-96 Zipper Inspection Door - 96" - Straight Zipper - Self Adhesive 96" WHITE

ZI-041-120 Zipper Inspection Door - 120" - Straight Zipper - Self Adhesive 120" CLEAR

ZI-041-120 Zipper Inspection Door - 120" - Straight Zipper - Self Adhesive 120" BLUE

ZI-041-15B Zipper Insepction Door - 15"X 15" - Hatch Door 15" X 15" BLUE

ZI-041-15W Zipper Inspection Door - 15" X  15" - Hatch Door 15" X 15" WHITE

ZI-041-36B Zipper Inspection Door - 30" X 36" - Hatch Door 30" X 36" BLUE

ZI-041-36HATCHWHT Zipper Inspection Door - 30" X 36" - Hatch Door 30" X 36" WHITE

ZI-041-72Door Zipper Inspection Door - 30" X 72" - Hatch Door 30" X 72" WHITE

ZI-041-48W Zipper Inspection Door - 36" X 48" - Hatch Door 36" X 48" WHITE

ZI-041-48B Zipper Inspection Door - 36" X 48" - Hatch door 36" X 48" BLUE

ZI-041-72Door Zipper Inspection Door - 36" X 72" - Walk Through Hatch Door 36" X 72" WHITE

SHRINK FILM, HEAT TOOLS & SUPPLY INDEX 
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PART # TYPE SIZE COLOR
ZI-040 Stick-On Vent N/A WHITE

ZI-040-A Stealth Vent N/A WHITE

ZI-040-B Louver Vent N/A WHITE

ZI-040-C Deluxe Snap-In Vent N/A WHITE

VENTS

PART # TYPE SIZE COLOR

ZI-063-1/2"X1500' Woven Cord Strapping - 1/2" X 1500' 1/2" X 1500' WHITE

ZI-063-1/2" Woven Cord Straping - 1/2" X 3900' 1/2" X 3900' WHITE

ZI-063-3/4" Woven Cord Strapping - 3/4" X 1320' - Heavy Duty 3/4" X 1320' WHITE

ZI-063 Woven Cord Strapping - 3/4" X 2100' 3/4" X 2100' WHITE

ZI-063-B-1/2" Strapping Buckles - 1/2" - 100 per Bag 1/2" SILVER

ZI-063-B-3/4" Strapping Bluckles - 3/4" - 100 per  Bag 3/4" SILVER

ZI-063-T Strapping Tensioning Tool N/A N/A

ZI-063-DISP2 Stationary Cord Strapping Dispenser N/A N/A

ZI-063-DISP1 Cord Strapping Dispenser N/A N/A

ZI-KLIP EasyKlips - 4 Pack White 4 PACK N/A

STRAPPING SUPPLIES

PART # TYPE SIZE COLOR

ZI-060-PL Glove- Left Hand LG YELLOW

ZI-060-PR Glove - Right Hand LG YELLOW

ZI-060-RAD Leather Gloves (pair) N/A BLUE

ZI-SAFETYGLS Safety Glasses N/A CLEAR

ZI-060-SC Leather Palm Gloves LG WHITE/BLUE/RED

PROTECTIVE

PART # SIZE COLOR

ST2-CLR  /  ST2-WHT 2" x 180' CLEAR / WHITE

ST4-CLR  /  ST4-WHT 4" x 180' CLEAR / WHITE

ST6-CLR   /  ST6-WHT 6" x 180' CLEAR / WHITE

SHRINK TAPE

PART # TYPE SIZE

ZI-063-DISP2 Stationary Cord Strapping Dispenser N/A

ZI-063-DISP1 Cord Strapping Dispenser N/A

CARTS & DISPENSERS

PART # SIZE COLOR

ST2-BLU  /  ST2-GRN 2" x 180' BLUE  / GREEN

ST4-BLU  /  ST4-GRN 4" x 180' BLUE  / GREEN

ST6-BLU  /  ST6-GRN 6" x 180' BLUE  / GREEN

PART # TYPE SIZE

ZI-028R Propane Tank Cart N/A

ZI-029R 2 Roll Film Rack N/A

SHRINK FILM, HEAT TOOLS & SUPPLY INDEX 
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PART # TYPE SIZE

EX-HORNET-
2BURNER Express Hornet Heat Tool Kit 2 BURNERS

EX-HORNET Express Hornet Heat Tool Kit 3 BURNERS

EX-HANDLE Express Hornet Handle N/A

EX-102 Express Hornet Burner 102K BTU

EX-320 Express Hornet Burner 320K BTU

EX-550 Express Hornet Burner 550K BTU

EX-102S Express Hornet Burner/Scraper 102K BTU

EX-IGN Express Hornet Replacement Ignitor N/A

EX-QUICK Express Hornet Quick Disconnect N/A

EX-REG Express Hornet Regulator 60 PSI

HEAT TOOLS, ACCESSORIES & PARTS

PART # TYPE SIZE

SF-998 Shrinkfast Model 998 Heat Tool Kit 200,000 BTU

SF-992 Shrinkfast Model 998 2' Extension 2'

SF-994 Shrinkfast Model 998 4' Extension 4'

SF-996 Shrinkfast Model 998 6' Extension 6'

SFS-23B Quick Disconnect - Hose to Heat Tool N/A

SFS-23C Quick Disconnect Regulator to Hose N/A

SFS-36-25 25' Hose Assembly for Heat Tool 25'

SFS-36-50 50' Hose Assembly for Heat Tool 50'  

SF-998-AAC Shrinkfast Model 998 Arm Assist N/A

SFS-1 Shrinkfast 998 Filter Holder N/A

SFS-2 Shrinkfast 998 O-Ring N/A

SFS-3 Shrinkfast 998 Filter (Disc) N/A

SFS-4 Shrinkfast 998 Filter Spring N/A

SFS-5 Shrinkfast 998 Orifice Assembly N/A

SFS-6/24 Shrinfast 998 O-Ring N/A

SFS-7 Shrinkfast 998 Retainer N/A

EXPRESS HORNET PRODUCTS

SHRINKFAST 998 PRODUCTS

PART # TYPE Qty

SFS-8 Shrinfast 998 Inlet 1

SFS-9 Shrinkfast 998 Fuel Line 1

SFS-11 Shrinkfast 998 Label - Right Hand 1

SFS-12 Shrinkfast 998 Label - Left Hand 1

SFS-15 Shrinkfast 998 Housing - Right Hand 1

SFS-16 Shrinkfast 998 Housing - Left Hand 1

SFS-17/18 Shrinkfast 998 Trigger/Ignitor Assembly 1

SFS-20 Shrinkfast 998 Safety 1

SFS-22 Shrinkfast 998 Valve Assembly 1

SFS-23A Shrinkfast 998 Hose Adapter UL 1

SFS-25 Shrinkfast 998 Contact Screw 1

SFS-26 Shrinkfast 998 Contact Spring 1

SFS-27 Shrinkfast 998 Socket 1

SFS-28 Shrinkfast 998 Sparkplug 1

SFS-29 Shrinkfast 998 Assembly Screw 1

SFS-30 Shrinkfast 998 Combustor 1

SFS-30A Shrinkfast 998 Combustor Assembly 1

SFS-31 Shtinkfast 998 Button 1

SFS-32 Shrinkfast 998 Flameholder 1

SFS-33 Shrinkfast 998 O-Ring 1

SFS-34 Shrinkfast 998 Strap 1

SFS-35 Shrinkfast 998 Button Spring 1

SFSR-37REGA Shrinkfast 998 Regulator Assembly 1

SFS-38-1 Shrinkfast 998 POL-UL Component 1

SFS-41 Shrinkfast 998 Guard Screw 1

SFS-43A Shrinkfast 998 UL Guard 1

SFS-51 Shrinkfast 998 Rebuild Kit 1

SFS-5N Shrinkfast 998 Natural Gas Orifice 1

SFS-830 Shrinkfast 998 Arrestor Screen 1

SFS-83A Shrinkfast 998 Arrestor Screen Retaining Washer 1

SFS-39 Shtinkfast 998 Gauge 1
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You can order all our products easily online at www.
zormot.com. We have monthly specials, featured 
products, videos, links and FAQs that can help you 
decide what would be the best solution. You can also 
find out how to become a distributor or set up a cor-
porate account.

Same day shipping for orders placed by 2 p.m. EST.
We are continually adding new products so check 
our website frequently to see what is 
new!

We are here to assist you at any time if you have questions or would like to know more about 
our products. Contact one of our specialized shrink wrap team members to discuss your best 
wrapping solution.

FAST.  EASY.  CONVENIENT. 

www.Zormot.com Toll Free: 800-459-5422
Local: 616-457-5442
Fax: 616-457-8167 

info@zormot.com

Zormot Intl. | 1372 Rosewood St | Jenison |  MI |  49428


